
NONVIOLENT PEACEFUL PROTESTER MOHANDAS K GANDHI

Nonviolent resistance (NVR or nonviolent action) is the practice of achieving goals such as social change through
symbolic protests, civil disobedience, economic or political noncooperation, Major nonviolent resistance advocates
include Mahatma Gandhi, Henry M K Gandhi, Non-Violent Resistance ( Satyagraha).

Non-retaliation excludes swearing and cursing. Each of these termsâ€”nonviolent resistance and civil
disobedienceâ€”has different connotations and commitments. When India finally gained independence, the
problem became how Hindus and Muslims would share power. At times, oppressive regimes might
themselves retaliate violently, blaming the protesters for their retaliation. View image of Pietermaritzburg
station is now a pilgrimage site for Indians who come to pay homage to Gandhi Credit: Credit: Kalpana
Sunder South Africa is now home to the largest Indian population on the African continent, and their influence
on the country is palpable. A Divided Movement In , after British authorities made some concessions, Gandhi
again called off the resistance movement and agreed to represent the Congress Party at the Round Table
Conference in London. He drew heavy criticism from fellow nationalists, but Gandhi would only lead a
non-violent movement. The Black Lives Matter movement has been accused of rioting, for example, in Baton
Rouge where members blocked intersections. In , Gandhi announced his retirement from politics in, as well as
his resignation from the Congress Party, in order to concentrate his efforts on working within rural
communities. Many movements which promote philosophies of nonviolence or pacifism have pragmatically
adopted the methods of nonviolent action as an effective way to achieve social or political goals. He backed
off after violence broke outâ€”including the massacre by British-led soldiers of some Indians attending a
meeting at Amritsarâ€”but only temporarily, and by he was the most visible figure in the movement for Indian
independence. There are hundreds of books and papers on the subjectâ€”see Further reading below. But even
after serving their indenture, Indians were not fully integrated into society: regulations implemented by the
white-minority government subjected new Indian citizens to extra taxation. Since salt is necessary for survival,
this issue affected each and every Indian. When Gandhi returned, he was already a hero. Gandhi and Civil
Disobedience Mohandas K. A satyagrahi, i. When railroad officials made Gandhi sit in a third-class coach
even though he had purchased a first-class ticket, Gandhi refused and police forced him off the train. Since
acts of nonviolent political resistance need not satisfy any of these criteria, Lang argues that the two categories
of action cannot be identified with one another. Stanley Rowland, Jr. In January , Gandhi carried out yet
another fast, this time to bring about peace in the city of Delhi. Thanks for watching! The march resulted in
the arrest of nearly 60, people, including Gandhi himself. Distrust spilled over into violence.


